
 
 

 

 

 

 

NEWSLETTER N° 5 

 LEARNING POSITIVE 

DISCIPLINE  

GRUNDTVIG PROJECT 

Part A 

5
th

 Meeting: Pleven, Bulgaria 

Foreign Language School Pleven 

 

The Bulgarian team of  Foreign Language School was very pleased to host the fifth 

meeting of the project Learning Positive Discipline in the town of Pleven 9.03. to 

14.03. 2015. 

Monday, March 9, 2015 

Delegations from Italy, Germany, Latvia, Poland and Spain were welcomed  at 

Sofia Airport  by Mrs. Greta Dimova, assistant director of the Language School. 

The guests stayed at hotel "Accord". 

That night the team of Romania arrived in Pleven and was greeted by Ms. Mariana 

Krachunova - coordinator of the Bulgarian team. The guests were accommodated 

at hotel "Rostov". 



 
 

Tuesday, March 10, 2015 

The first day of the meeting began with a tour and the partners were acquainted 

with the sights of Bulgaria's capital Sofia. The two teams from Romania joined the 

group in Sofia. During the tour participants in the meeting were acquainted with 

the history of the city, visited the temple monument "Alexander Nevsky" and other 

attractions of the capital concentrated in the historic center. After lunch, the group 

traveled to Pleven with a rented bus. The teams from Hungary and Turkey arrived 

at the hotel and joined the other teams for dinner. 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wednesday, March 11, 2015 

The day began with a traditional Bulgarian welcome with bread and salt at the 

school. The director of the school Mr. Yuri Todorov welcomed the participants in 

the project. In the conference hall Mrs. Greta Dimova presented the rich history of 

the school and the participation and the successful implementation of numerous 

projects in various operational programs. 

The teams visited The Centre for non-formal and e-learning in the school, which 

was established by the "School of the Future" with the financial support of 

"America for Bulgaria". The center offers students and teachers ample opportunity 

to work in a modern and mobile physical environment, it is equipped with 

interactive boards, laptops, new ICT technologies. The work of the project partners 

Learning Positive Discipline continued in one of the halls of the Center for non-

formal learning. 
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Work session: Problems solving with positive discipline 

The purpose of the work session was focused on the implementation of three cases 

solved by using techniques of positive discipline (for the Module III – Problems 

solving with Positive Discipline for the guide "Tools for teaching Positive 

Discipline"). 

Each partner presented its case studies addressing the problematic attitudes in the 

relationship adult - children, negative and antisocial behavior in adolescents. In the 

materials were identified reasons for the resulting behavioral problems, the circle 

of participants involved in these external and internal factors in generating them. 

Based on the analysis of the components of the problem situation, each partner 

present options to resolve, resting on methods and techniques of positive 

discipline. Most of the presented positive approaches were discussed and presented 

to the previous project meetings - unconditional acceptance, active listening, using 

I messages, orderliness and consistency in enforcement of the rules, the role of 

communication in discussing problems and giving children the opportunity to 

propose options for solutions, providing new responsibilities, situational verbal 

encouragement and etc. 

The discussions highlighted the leading role of adults in the generating problem 

situations as well as in finding adequate ways to resolve them. In the process of 

education and training both parents and children develop and change - this is the 

meaning of positive education and  achieving positive relationship of cooperation 

between the parties in this process. 

 



 
 

 

After lunch the group visited Panorama "Pleven Epic", built in 1977 to honor the 

100th anniversary of the liberation of Pleven on the battlefield itself in Skobelev 

park. The panorama is one of Pleven symbols and presents fighting for the 

liberation of the city during the Russian-Turkish War / 1877-1878 /. 

 

 

  
    

 
 

Thursday, March 12, 2015 

Training: Relationships with parents 

The Bulgarian team shared its experience in positive discipline by using the 

potential of the training as a successful form of work with students by providing 

training with a group of 14-year-olds, led by Mrs. Anelia Ilieva. 

Objectives of the training: 

• Stimulation of the relationship of trust with parents; 

• Awareness of opportunities to avoid conflicts with parents; 

• Developing skills for listening and hearing the messages of others. 
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The students worked actively with spontaneity over a dialogue that puts the child 

and parent in conflict. The task was an open-ended situation that they had to 

resolve constructively and continue the dialogue taking on the roles of the parent 

and the child. 

After the training – when the students left-in the discussion comments the 

presenter and facilitator Anelia Ilieva said that presented activities and work would 

be more effective if carried out without an audience and in a secure environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

The afternoon program continued with a trip to the old capital of Bulgaria Veliko 

Tarnovo. 

 

Wheeled Training 

On the bus on the way to Veliko Tarnovo the home team held a training session 

with the partners. The games and activities create opportunities for recreation and 

movement in the process of training which greatly influence the effectiveness of 

school work and discipline in class. 

During the journey partners took their first lesson in Bulgarian language and 

successfully coped with the set of hosts linguistic task. 

 

In the medieval capital of the Second Bulgarian Kingdom, the group visited the 

Tzarevetz, got acquainted with the past and the importance of the place of the 

history of Bulgaria, walked up the narrow medieval streets of the old town and had 

dinner in a panoramic restaurant with a view to the old castle. 

 

Late in the evening the teams saw the fascinating show "Sound and Light" which 

recreates the key moments of Bulgarian history by means of lights, lasers, music 

and chime. 
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Friday, March 13, 2015. 

Training: Context models of communication 

objectives: 

• Awareness of communication as a complex and multi-layered act; 

• Awareness of the importance of preconceptions in communication; 

• Understand the different contexts of communication and exercise skills to put a 

specific situation in context; 

The training was conducted by Mrs. Gergana Danova of the host country with 16-

year-olds. The participants were set the challenge of assessing the scope for 

judgment of others on the grounds of appearance and minimal background 

information. The great surprise at the end of the exercise was that the students 

actually  commented the image of the same person with different background 

information. The outcome draws the attention to the importance of attitudes in 

communicating with others 

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

The students worked actively with pleasure over the task related to a case of their 

daily lives, such as group simulated dialogue in different contexts of 

communication. They demonstrated their artistic abilities by acting out open-ended 

interpretations in the context of :situations of conflict and context of positive 

conflict resolution by expressing the support and encouragement of the loser 

minding their intonation. 

The training ended with traditional feedback from the participants for the work 

during the games and exercises. 

During the training Gergana Danova commented on the work of the groups and the 

objectives of the exercises. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

Work session: To do until next meeting 

Our coordinator Ms. Daniela Luca made a short presentation to familiarize partners 

with the upcoming tasks and deadlines in the project in the coming months and the 

last meeting in Valencia, Spain. She presented the guidelines for the preparation 

and shaping of the final report on completion of the project. 

 

Work session: The last meeting 

Partners from Spain presented their school in Mislata and sights of the nearby city 

of Valencia, where they offered to accommodate participants of the last meeting of 

the project from 19 to 23 May 2015. The next hosts informed partners of transport, 

arrival and travel to Valencia, food, program and activities. 
 

Work session: Meeting evaluation by completing the questionnaires by each 

participant 

The meeting ended emotionally and symbolically under the guidance of Ms. 

Daniela Luca. Partners were arranged in a circle and expressed their mutual 

sympathy for each other, resulting from collaboration and meetings, such as 

passing the ball of yarn. So the final was depicted symbolically as a link between 

project participants in Learning Positive Discipline. 

 

 

 



 
 

There was a traditional service of certificates to each participant in the meeting of 

Bulgarian coordinator Ms. Mariana Krachunova. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 



 
 

But that was not the end. After lunch some of the partners visited the Regional 

History Museum in Pleven, which presents the rich history of the city through 

various epochs of its existence. They also visited the art gallery "Svetlin Roussev" 

which is famous for housing works by Chagal, Picasso and Dali. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The evening was dedicated to the farewell dinner at a local restaurant with music 

and dancing. 

The next morning some of the partners traveled to the airport and the rest had their 

own transport. 
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Part B 

Local activities 

ACTIVITIES AT ”STEFAN PROCOPIU” HIGHSCHOOL  

”Methods of positive discipline: the method of natural and logical 

consequences” 

           On Sunday, 2
nd 

November 2014, the activity/ 

workshop on the theme: ”Methods of positive 

discipline: the method of natural and logical 

consequences”, with  34 participants (staff and 

learners). Each participant received a folder and a 

bookmark containing quotes regarding discipline and 

education.  

Mrs. Daniela Luca, project coordinator, 

opened the activity by presenting the meeting schedule. Mr. Buhăescu Nicolae, the participant 

that took part into the project meting in Italy (15
th

 to 19
th

 November) presented its outcome and 

shared his impressions; he admitted the fact that his participation in the project led to apllying the 

acquired methods so as to obtain a better relationship with the people around him, especially 

with the children.    

The workshop/the group activity was 

coordinated by Mrs. Loghin Diana, a 

member of the project team. The main 

objective was: developing the adults’ 

abilities to handle their children’s behaviorby 

using the method of natural and logical 

consequences.  

The group activity started with an 

ice-breaking, ”I agree..../I disagree...”Each 



 
 

participant chose a card  containing an affirmation (from a bowl).  For the following 10 minutes, 

the participants shared opinions regarding the affirmations within their group. Then, group 

representatives chose other cards and expressed their opinion in front of all of them. Thus, 

communication took place at all levels.  

The activity continued with a briefing on the method of natural and logical consequences.  

Human behaviours have consequences; some of these are natural, while others are determined 

through human intervations. If we forget our umbrella and it rains, we will get wet. If we don’t 

eat, we will be hungry. If we don’t get dressed properly, we will be cold or hot. These are 

natural consequences.  On the other hand, logical consequences require adults’ or other 

children’s interfering. If a child breaks a toy, his parents won’t buy him another one, so as to 

teach him a lesson, to be responsible with his 

toys.  

                   It is very important there is a logical 

relationship between the child’s misbehaviour 

and its consequences. Using this method is of 

great importance due to 2 main reasons: 

   a) the child learns to be responsible for his 

behaviour, he is encouraged to take the right 

decisions, he is involved in problem solving; 

   b) this technique can be a substitute for punishment; children can learn how to behave 

themselves without being scolded or punished and this contributes to  a better child-adult (parent/ 

teacher) relationship.  People say that experience is the best teacher. The child learns from the 

consequences of his own behaviour. Yet, in applying this technique, the adult has to be careful 

not to endanger the child or other person.  

In applying the method of logical or natural consequences, 3 important principles should 

be observed: 

■ relevance, that is the logical relationship between misbehaviour and its  consequences. The 

child has to learn that there is a clear cause-and-effect relationship.; 



 
 

■  the adult should treat the child with respect and dignity. Applying these consequences won’t 

be followed by criticism and humiliation. The adult should stay calm and won’t raise his voice. 

The adult should be decisive and won’t negociate.  

■ the adult should be reasonable/ realistic in applying this method; the adult shouldn’t assert the 

consequences through the use of authority and aggressiveness. Applying the logical 

consequences shouldn’t be too short or too long.  

After this briefing, each group 

received a card containg a hypothetical 

situation and they have to solve it through 

punishment and the method of logical 

consequences. Each group wrote down a 

flip-chart sheet the following aspects: 

misbehaviour, way of intervention (from 

both perspectives), possible effects. A 

representative of each group expounded their way of solving the hypothetical situation.  

 

Share your Experience on Positive Discipline!” International 

Symposium 

 

               On Saturday, 13th December 2014, ”Share your 

Experience on Positive Discipline!” International 

Symposium took place at ”Stefan Procopiu” Highschool.  

              Protocols of collaboration  were signed with the 9 European 

partners within the ”Learning Positive Discipline” project, and also 

with Vaslui County Inspectorate, Vaslui County Center of Educational 

Resources and Support, Vaslui Teaching-Staff Resource Center, 

schools (”Vasile Alecsandri” Secondary School, Vaslui,”Ștefan cel 

Mare” Secondary School, Vaslui,”Elena Cuza” Secondary School, 

Vaslui, Pușcași Secondary School), non-governmentalorganisations (Kiwanis Club, Vaslui, 

”Support” Association, Vaslui, ”Always By Your Side” Association,  Vaslui).  

153 papers were submitted:  



 
 

 53 articles by participants from  Vaslui County, 

 91 articlesby participants from other  30 counties (Buzău, Prahova, Hunedoara, 

Gorj, Bacău, Dolj, Galați, Suceava, Vrancea, Brașov, Constanța, Olt, Iași, Mureș, 

Bihor, Neamț, Brăila, Vâlcea, Ialomița, Sălaj, Bistrița Năsăud etc.)  

 9 articles by European partners:Hungary, Spain, Italy, Germany, Bulgaria, Latvia, 

Estonia, Turkey, Poland. 

                The main objectives of  the Symposium were:  

 promoting the techniques of positive 

discipline in parent-child and teacher-student 

relationships; 

 sharing of good practice regarding the 

techniques of positive discipline; 

 acquiring knowledge about 

techniques of positive discipline by the 

participants.  

 

 

            The Symposium was opened by Dumitru Aurel, the Principal of ”Stefan Procopiu” 

Highscool, who explained the concept of positive discipline, mentioning the highschool 

involvement in the implementation of European projects. It continued with a presentation of 

Grundtvig partnership ”Learning Positive Discipline” (LPD) by Daniela Luca, the project 

coordinator: information about its objectives and outcomes till now.  There were 26 papers 

written by the participants from  Vaslui.   

  The December-like atmosphere was 

due to the teacher Crăciun Iulian and the 

paintings exhibition and also to the objects 

handmade by the pupils of ”Vasile 

Alecsandri” Secondary School, Vaslui.  

There was a display of books on child 



 
 

education, and also a display of images from the entire ”Learning Positive Discipline” Project. 

                ”Share your experience!” Journal edited its 

second product, containing all the participants’ articles 

and the brochure  entitled ”50 techniques of positive 

discipline”, an outcome of  ”Learning Positive 

Discipline” partenership (in fact,  a summary of all the 

information presented within the Symposium).  

     Following the presentation of all the papers, Daniela 

Luca drew the conclusions.Child education represents one 

of the most important role of adults (specialists, teachers, parents). Positive discipline is a way 

of changing the children’s misbehaviourby 

reinforcing those aspects desired to be 

obtained more often and not by sanctioning 

the distressing ones.Thus, there will be more 

opportunities for a positive change, and also,  

the child will feel he is valued, will get the 

”emotional food” necessary for his 

development.  

 At the end of this activity, all the 

participants received diplomas and a DVD containing the Symposium’s Journal.  

 

ACTIVITIES AT Foreign Language School Pleven 

Bulgaria 

Activity 1 - Working with students 

Training: Emotions and feelings - 19/03/2015 

We continue working on developing social skills in students of class III. Training focus was on 

the theme: Emotions and feelings. 

The aim of the training was the students to recognize and name the different emotions and 

feelings and to distinguish between behaviors patterns. 

The tasks of this training aimed at determining the feeling at the moment and recognizing the 

emotions of others. 



 
 

Results: The simulation run at high activity of the participants. The work was  impressive as it 

changed the roles and involvement of different actors in the presentation of various emotional 

states. Great interest was shown in the theme of fear. Children shared their fears, situations that 

cause them and how to deal. 

 

    
 

For this period training sessions were held on the following topics: 

 

How we communicate with others - 27/11/2014 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Friendship and Partnership - 28/01/2015   Diversity - 19/02/2015 

 

  

 

 Activity 2 - Working with parents 

After the meeting in Italy, Bulgarian team 

designed a poster "7 techniques of positive 

discipline", aimed at parents. 

 

 

 

 

Activity 3 - Working with teachers 

31/10/2014 

In an informal setting the project team organize 

workshops with teachers from Language 

School, where colleagues were familiarized with 

the techniques and methods of positive 

discipline as discussed at previous meetings on 

the project. The colleagues shared valuable 

experience from their work. 

 

 

 



 
 

LPD activities of “Agentur Kultur e.V. ” 

Contribution for Newsletter # 5 

 

We can report about the following activities 

for learning positive discipline in our field of cultural education 

 

• Using stamps for reinforcing positive behavior 

There is an old tradition giving a stamped picture 

to children who behave well. 

Here are shown some different motives. 

 

• We organized a workshop for voice training, 

singing, dancing and meditation. Context: there is an 

increasing number of health problems with the voice. 

Recently there was discussed in Germany the suggestion, 

that it might be necessary to offer prevention measures for 

the care and training of the voice of the public health 

system. Place and date: 

Monastery of Kirchberg, Dec. 2014 

 

 

 

• We developed a workshop design e.g. for creating 

illustrations. This workshop design is used as well 

for the workshop about Learning positive discipline by 

movement and body language (see LPD Modul III). It 

integrates three aspects of learning: 

Cognitive level - Head 

 

Emotional level – Heart 

   

Pragmatic level – Hand  

  

 

 

2 photos: 

- A discussion about singing and 

meditation in Kloster Kirchberg 

- Bavarian dance in Pleven, Bulgaria 

       
Klaus created an illustration for saying 

thanks to the Bulgarian team 



 
 

ESTONIAN SURVIVAL SOCIETY (Estonia, Võru)  

We have carried out a lot of activities: 

1. Parents are doing training days  abuot positive discipline. Parents have showed great 

interest in learning days and we plan to continue carrying out our activities with parents. 

 

Võru cunty  professionals working with parents and professionals during information day, we 

shared a variety of techniques about positive discipline.  Participants were  mainly school 

concelors, socialworkers, childprotect specialistes etc.   Professionals working with children 

received useful techniques in their daily work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

2. We carried out a single lecture  in Võru County 

Vocational Training Centre for the nanny profession 

students. We shared the knowledge of the importance of 

the positive discipline. 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Võru cunty  professionals working with parents and 

professionals during information day, we shared a variety of 

techniques about positive discipline.  Participants were  

mainly school concelors, socialworkers, childprotect 

specialistes etc.   Professionals working with children 

received useful techniques in their daily work. 

4. In February this year the police held a roundtable 

where we presented the project "Positive discipline".  The 

roundtable  partcipants Police officers, who work with 

families and children. Police officers were very interested in 

training parents. 

5. Of course, we share positive discipline techniques in 

our daily work. We have received positive feedback from 

many parents who have used positive discipline techniques. 

Parents feel successful and joy about their newly acquired 

knowledge. There are certainly more happy children in 
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Practical Activities Carried Out By Turkish Team October-March 2014-2015 

We made seminars and workshops about significance of communication, communication problems and 

“I” language in Uşak University Dormitories between October and March as Uşak University Women 

Studies Research and Implementation Center (UKSAM).  

 

Issue 1: Discipline and Adaptation problematics at School 

It is observed that some of the fundamental problems in Universities are not being interested in lessons 

and lacking of concentration of students. Being decreased of lessons’ efficiency and not being able to 

establish the authority by teacher in class, hence students’ discipline problems decreases the lessons’ 

efficiency 



 
 

Activities 1: Case Study 

In order to produce different solutions, we as UKSAM, selected a group consisting of 40 people who had 

similar properties. That groups’ performances in different lessons were observed and the problems 

jotted down via asking open-ended questions. In this interview that issues were set out: 

 

- Communication difficulties experienced between student and teacher conducts lessons, 

- Using different languages in communication between teacher and the students, 

- Judging the students  

- Addicting of smart phones hence social media among students,  

- Lesson methods couldn’t being of interest to students. 

 

Activities 2 : communication workshop- with students  

In dormitories, “mirror method activity” was implemented to students by psychologist and 

communication experts. At the end of the activity the students learnt empathy through putting 

themselves in other student’s place and one of the communication barrier was removed. 

Problems of having speech in front of people and self-expression were removed by confidence studies.

 



 
 

 

Activities 3: impressive communication seminars with instructors and interactive studies: 

Studies having had about instructors split up two groups. 

In one group; impressive communication seminar gave, and some techniques elucidated for instance “I” 

language, “you” language, impressive listening methods, asking right question.  

In second group; interactive labors studied on some problems (how do we develop or reorient an 

attitude, how do we provide a student to change his attitude) by giving some cases (student not 

listening to lesson, person having negative communication with his friends) to participant instructors 

and at the end of the activity some solutions were 

developed. 

 Issue 2: a brainstorm onto positive and negative 

aspects of Internet and Social Media: 

We organized a workshop about over-using internet 

and social media at home, and its effects on 

communication between family members. We 

prepared three table for it, each table has its own 

name and its own situation. We asked some questions 

to participants and reached some positive and 

negative responds.  



 
 

As we all know, although internet and social media usage makes our lives easier in many areas and 

offers significant opportunities for individuals, it brings about some risks and problematics. Risks and 

problems experienced and determined by the participants through their own families evaluated in this 

workshop. General problems that were stated in workshop: 

- Virtual and real lives are mixture. Virtual life draws away children from real life. Some 
participants complain about that their children go outside and meet their friends lesser. They 
talk lesser also and they prefer writing while communicate with others.  

- Reaching anything that people want becomes easier by usage of internet so that some 
significant features of people like being patient wear off. Participants constantly underline that 
their children are impatient.  

- Children and youths can find everything that they search on internet even for their homework. 
Participants also underline that they find this situation bad on child development. Children 
cannot enhance their researching abilities.  

- Personal and private information can easily share on virtual platforms. Participants said that 
they didn’t want their children to talk with strangers, give and get anything to and from them in 
real life. They complained about not being able to supervision them on virtual life.  

- Children generally use the internet and social media not only to reach the information but also 
playing games, chatting with other friends, watching TV Shows etc.  
 

Affirmative consequences: 

- Being able to use Internet means follow and keep pace with technology. And that also means 
being cosmopolitan. Participants are content about their children can use the technology.  

- Social Media and Internet can make some withdraw children more extroversive and social. 
Some participants mentioned that their children can have more friends and be talkative in real 
life too.  

- Internet contributes to creativity of children due to reach the information easily.  
- Children develop different point of views since they can attain to critical thinking due to 

alternative media.  
- Certainly Internet and Social Media provide children’s research and learning abilities while they 

are spending time with them.  
 

As a result: 

- Participants were in agreement in spending quality time with their children.  
- Children spend most of their time in school hence they must get some lessons on better using of 

Internet at school.  
- Participants consider more about the relationship with their children based upon trust and 

confidence.  
- Participants said that they have to organize family activities suitable with their age and skills.  
- Useful e-learning tools for some specific lessons should be elaborated in order to attract 

children’s focus on school related matters.   
- Interactive social media platforms should be established for the usage of basic sciences.  

 

 



 
 

Impressions on Meeting in Bulgaria:  

- 5th meeting of the project in Bulgaria was very efficient by the reasons of progression of the 

studies and having outputs by approaching to the end of the project. Case studies presented by 

each partner inspired to new projects in order to topics and issues chosen, results and solutions. 

In other words, Turkish Team left from Bulgaria with inspirations for new projects. One of the 

most important outcome of this meeting is good communication set between partners and also 

joint project opinions.  

- Intercultural dialogs and Communication Bridge constituted between partners are some of the 

other important outcomes.  

We thank to host partner Bulgarian Team for their hospitality and especially their respect to 

different cultures and religious sensibility.  

 

 

 

Kiwanis Club Vaslui - Romania 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

On 15 February 2015, the working groups of the Kiwanis Club Vaslui and High School "Stefan 

Procopiu' Vasluihad together an activity in the Grundtvig Learning Partnership "Learning 

Positive Discipline" (LPD), consisting of team staff and learners/students who met at Friendship 

Club Vaslui for the workshop on "The grandma rule" theme in the third module of the project 

"Learning Positive Discipline". To this activity were invited Kiwanis Club youth members TI 

KI RO, pupils aged between 15 and 18 years. All participants in this activity received the T- 

shirts that were submitted messages with the 50 positive discipline techniques.  

 

             The agenda of the meeting was as follows: 

 Presentation the results of the International Symposium "Share us your experience on 

positive discipline" (13
th

December 2014)  

 The Childhood Games - ice-breaking exercises/knowing each other exercises  

 Grandma's Rule - Capturing the attention and presenting group's theme  in a PowerPoint 

Presentation- “Grandparents” 

 Group Activity -Hypothetical situations as the grandparents, parent or nephew 

 Conclusions  

 

           Presenting the International Symposium "Share us your experience on positive 

discipline"  

             On Saturday, the 13th of December 2014, at ”StefanProcopiu” High School- Students 

Club, took place the International Symposium "Share us your experience on positive discipline!".  

For the organisation of the symposium there were signed cooperation protocols both with 9 

European partners as part of the project "Learning Positive Discipline" and with the local 

institutions such as Vaslui County School Institution, the Center of Resources and Educational 

Assistance Vaslui, Teaching House Vaslui, schools  ("VasileAlecsandri", "Stefan cel Mare" 

,"Elena Cuza" Gymnasium Schools in Vaslui,  the Gymnasium School in Puscasi), the non-

governmental organizations (Kiwanis Club Vaslui-partner in Learning Positive Discipline 

Project, the "Support" Association Vaslui, the ” All time Next To You” Association Vaslui).  153 

papers were included: 53 Articles of participants from the VasluiCounty, 91 articles of the 

participants of about 30 different towns (Buzau, Prahova County, Gorj, Bacau, Dolj, Galati, 

Suceava, Vrancea, Brasov, Constanta, Olt, Iasi, Mures, Bihor, Braila, Valcea, Ialomita, Salaj, 

Bistrita,Nasaud etc.), 9 articles of the European partners of Hungary, Spain, Italy, Germany, 

Bulgaria, Latvia, Estonia, Turkey, Poland and of course articles of the host institution,School 

"Stefan  Procopiu” Vaslui and of  Kiwanis Club institutions, partner of the project "Positive 

Learning Disciplines "(LPD). Symposium results found on sites http://www.grundtviglpd.96.lt/ 

http://learningpositivediscipline.webnode.com// 

 

http://www.grundtviglpd.96.lt/
http://learningpositivediscipline.webnode.com/


 
 

                The meeting continued with 

the theme "Childhood Games".  Each 

adult participant noted on post-it 

gameswhich had marked his childhood. 

The moderator Ms. Gabriela 

PopaTolontan noted on the flip chart all 

the games the participant’s pointed. The 

centralization of games showed us that 

it was still possible to keep the old 

games, but were also given the 

computers games. And the exchange of 

information between generations has 

been made so. The importance of the 

games was that games help develop the 

child's personality, develop observation, 

coordination and team spirit. They encourage movement, sports, freedom of thinking, 

imagination and creativity. Children learn through play to follow rules and develop patience, 

attention, accuracy and ability to be a good 

strategist. 

                  To recall the childhood game 

atmosphere, participants have been trained in an 

interactive game. They sat face to face in two 

lines and had to move pencils from one to 

another, using only slight movements of the 

hands and the fingers. There were 50 pencils 

representing the 50 positive discipline 

techniques, the purpose of the exercise being to 

keep pencils on their fingers and making an 

entire string. The conclusion of this exercise was 

moving the 50 pencils from one to another 

(symbolized by the fact that the 50 positive 

disciplinary techniques) using several 

techniques: 

BE CALM! .... BE PRESENT! .... BE 

PATIENT! ... COOPERATIVE GAMES ....pay 

attention to the Nonverbal communication! 

 

                The next stage of the meeting was capturing the 

attention taking and presentation of group's Activity about 

"The Grandma Rule “grandparents way of disciplining 

children as learners to have the opportunity of getting 

privileges / rewards,learning that their action have 

consequences,the good things depends on their behavior. 

The "Grandparents Rule" is not referring on the bad 

consequences.  Instead of saying “Youcannot have dessert 

unless you eat your vegetables “say " If you finish your 



 
 

vegetables, you'll get dessert. The child needs to do the right thing and then - as a consequence to 

direct his first task - to do what he wants to. Using this methods the child learn that he have the 

option of earning his privileges / rewards and be responsible for its behaviour. 

 

                 For this group activity 9 working groups were organized-adults, parents and one 

grandparent, each group receiving a note with a hypothetical situation for which they had to 

develop personal ideas of interaction as a parent or as a grandparent. 

               In parallel was organized a working group of children invited to participate in activities 

with the same hypothetical situations as the adults but from a grandchildren’s point of view. 

 

                The result of this exercise showed us what grandchildren/children expressed their 

uninhibited opinion and that for many participants represented information of interest related to 

practice in interacting with children. For all 9 hypothetical situations participants expressed their 

interactions both as parents as in terms of grandparents, the final conclusion being that the 

parents are less manifesting their empathy in hypothetical situations, understanding, patience, but 

grandparents besides patience, empathy and understanding use consciously or not in these 

relationships a special state namely anticipation regarding the particular wisdom of the age and 

the experience. 
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Practical Activities Carried Out By Hungarian Team October-March 2014-2015 

 

The main activity of Kecskemét Team during the period of October-March 2015 was the 

ellaboration of teaching methods for introducing the LPD techniques learned in course of LPD 

project in the teaching curriculum of the pre-service and in-service elementary school teachers an 

pre-school teachers.    

Topic 1. Learning positive communication  

Topic 2. Breaking communicational gates 

Topic 3. Natural and logical consequences 

Topic 4. Communication methods for personality development 

Topic 5. The time-out method 



 
 

Topic 6. Setting positive rules in educational settings 

Topic 7. The Living Library method 

 

                         

 

                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

PLEVEN WITH LPD FRIENDS 

Having leaved with a temperature of about 20 degrees from Rome, we never expected to find 

snow on our arrival! 

The arrival in Bulgaria with a "whitewashed Sofia" was a pleasant surprise, given that we live in 

an area of Italy which is not subject to heavy snowfall, especially in this period. 

The possibility to meet again dear friends and make new ones, then, has increased even more our 

enthusiasm for this meeting. 

The hospitality of the Bulgarian team was perfect, with two components waiting for us at the 

airport. 

They also came with us at Akord Hotel. 

The first night we had dinner in the hotel restaurant in the company of Jurgen the German team, 

and the girls of the Polish team. 

The second day of our stay was very interesting, with a visit of the capital Sofia, in particular 

with the evocative tour of the Aleksander Nevski Cathedral. The tour of Sofia under the snow 

was articulated between the University, the theater and other interesting landmarks of the city. 

After lunch, we headed to a bus organized to Pleven, place of our meeting. 

Arrived at the Hotel Rostov, we met the other delegations, and we freshened up in the hotel 

restaurant, a little sleepy after a long journey.  

The day of Wednesday, March 11th was the one that kicked off in our activities, with a beautiful 

ceremony at the foreign language school Pleven. 

The work session of the day was devoted to the various study cases related to problem solving, 

with each delegation undertook to illustrate its own presentation. 

The days of Thursday and Friday were quite similar in terms of work, as we have seen some 

students of the school work in some situations of relationship with parents or sensations induced 

by strangers. 

Particularly significant, for both spectators and students, was the activity conducted by the 

students of the VII-th grade of the school, led by the talented teacher Gergana. 

They were divided into two groups and both of them had to describe the characteristics of a 

person stranger to them by some simple information. 

The two descriptions, apparently opposite in human canons, led unexpectedly to the same 

person. 

Maybe we would have expected a greater involvement in the activities, but we would like to 

congratulate with the teachers and pupils for the great activities that they showed us. 

The cultural visits of the meeting have been very different. 

On Wednesday there was a visit of the Panorama of Pleven, an incredible circular fresco on a 

giant canvas of 115 x 15 meters depicting the war of liberation by the Russians against the 

Turkish Empire. 

Thursday we visited the beautiful Veliko Tarnovo, in which we took a step back in time, 

discovering a castle from a strongly medieval appearance, and appreciating the alleys of the 

country where we could watch artisans at work in traditional crafts. 

On Friday, finally, we visited the Art Gallery and the Regional Historical Museum of Pleven. 

At the end of this visit we were guided by three girls of the school. 

The kindness, the desire with which these girls have accompanied us made us appreciate even 

more this beautiful city. 

Having to leave Saturday, March 14th has been difficult because the time spent in Bulgaria was 

really nice. 



 
 

The activities were interesting and creative, then we would like to congratulate with the 

organizers, with the tireless Mariyana, Greta, Gergana, Emiliyan, Bistra and all those who have 

been on the staff for this unforgettable Bulgarian meeting! 

 

Grazie !! 

Sergio, Carlo, Simone, Paolo, Eva, Monica, Arnaldo 

 

Amici del CSC San Francesco_Italy 

 

 

FOLLOWING SOME PICTURES 

 

  
 

 

 

  

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Teachers’ studies and experience in Bulgaria 
 

The host institution of the 5th international Project Learning Positive Discipline meeting 
was the Foreign Language Secondary School in Pleven, Bulgaria. The meeting was held 
from 9th to 14th March. From Bauska Secondary School no 2 in this meeting participated 
Anita Avotiņa, the English teacher, and Margarita Upeniece, the member of the board of 
parents’ society „Centre of Initiatives”. 
    In Bulgaria we presented our home task Problems solving with positive discipline. In this 
work we tried to show real everyday situations of our work. We really liked pupils’ 
presentations during the lessons, because they demonstrated their mutual communication 
and collaboration. 

    After our official meeting we had sightseeing around Pleven. We were surprised 
about snow – we waded in a soft, white snow... In Sophia – the capital, we visited the St 
Alexander Nevsky’s Cathedral. We were amazed of Pleven’s panorama ”Pleven Epopee”, 
where war time scenes were displayed. Especially amazing was the Veliko Tarnovo Sveta 
Gora Hill, where in the evening we could listen to and watch parade of light. 

    I acquired really positive emotions, international experience and nice friends in this 
trip. I had a sense that representatives of the Bauska Secondary School no 2 are known in 
the world because were welcomed like friends of long standing.   

    I am thankful to everyone who furthered my visit to Bulgaria and gave a chance to 
obtain this valuable experience for my work. Special thanks to our headmistress Vera 
Grigorjeva about this opportunity to participate in this Grundtvig Partnership project.   

Margarita Upeniece 
 

 

 

 

 


